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A spectroscopic method has been developed to extract the three-dimentional spatial structure (i.e.,

spatial distribution of electron temperature and density) of inertial confinement fusion implosion

cores based on the analysis of space-resolved spectra from a tracer element recorded along three

quasi-orthogonal lines of sight. We discuss a spectral model that computes space-resolved spectra

for a given spatial structure. This model is then combined with a multi-objective search and

optimization technique driven by a Pareto genetic algorithm to perform the inversion and to extract

the spatial structure of the implosion core from a simultaneous and self-consistent analysis of a set

of space-resolved spectra. This method is investigated with a series of synthetic data test cases to

explore its reliability, requirements, and limitations. We have found a constraint parameter Pconst

such that the method is robust and the extracted spatial structure is reliable when Pconst > 1. The

idea of polychromatic tomography is general and has potential to extract the spatial

structure of other laboratory high energy-density plasmas. VC 2012 American Institute of
Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4743017]

I. INTRODUCTION

Inertial confinement fusion (ICF) is an approach to com-

press a millimeter-size spherical shell capsule containing

fuel (e.g., deuterium, tritium) to temperature and density

conditions suitable for ignition.1–4 The capsule is symmetri-

cally heated directly or indirectly by laser beams, and as the

capsule surface ablates, the rest of it is compressed as a reac-

tion to the ablation. At stagnation, the implosion kinetic

energy is turned into fuel thermal energy and a central hot

spot is formed. When appropriate temperature and density

spatial distributions are achieved, thermonuclear fusion starts

in the hot spot and a burning front propagates outwards to

heat and burn the colder and denser fuel surrounding the hot

spot. For the last few decades, significant progress has been

made in theory, experiments, and diagnostics in high energy

density physics in an effort to better understand the physics

relevant to ICF and to achieve ignition.

To design ICF experiments, the implosion dynamics has

to be studied using hydrodynamics simulations, which are

complex models taking into account multidisciplinary

physics in extreme conditions. Thus, diagnostics are crucial

to benchmark hydrodynamics models and to connect theory

and experiment for a better understanding of ICF physics. In

past several decades, x-ray spectroscopy has proved to be a

powerful tool to extract average electron temperature and

density of implosion core plasmas.5–10 However, to better

understand experiments and benchmark hydrodynamics

models, average temperature and density diagnostics are not

sufficient. It is important to diagnose if the experiments

achieved the temperature and density spatial distributions as

designed, or if not, to understand why and to find out how

different they are. This demand is increasing as ICF research

advances. For example, in addition to conventional central-

hot-spot ignition, two alternate ignition approaches are under

investigation, namely fast ignition11,12 and shock igni-

tion.11,13,14 All these approaches require different spatial

structures,15 and there is no general method to measure

them.

The goal of this paper is to investigate a spectroscopic

method to extract the three-dimensional spatial structure of

ICF implosion cores based on the simultaneous analysis of

three sets of space-resolved spectra recorded along quasi-

orthogonal lines of sight, and to explore the reliability,

requirements, and limitations of the method. Our approach

relies on line emissions from a tracer element (e.g., argon),

which is added to the fuel for diagnostic purposes. Section II

describes argon-doped ICF experiments and discusses the

challenges found in previous one- and two-dimensional spa-

tial structure analysis. Section III describes the three-

dimensional spatial structure analysis method that success-

fully overcame the challenges discussed in Sec. II by simul-

taneously and self-consistently analyzing sets of space-

resolved spectra recorded along three quasi-orthogonal lines

of sight. First, we discuss the calculation of emissivity and

opacity of the argon tracer for the relevant experimental con-

ditions (Sec. III A), and then we introduce a geometrically

adaptable radiation transport model (RADIATOR) that com-

putes sets of synthetic space-resolved spectra based on given

temperature and density distributions defined in an arbitrary
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volume (Sec. III B). This model is combined with a powerful

multi-objective inversion algorithm called PGALM (Sec. III

C), which consists of a forward reconstruction search and

optimization driven by a Pareto genetic algorithm (PGA)16,17

followed up by a Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear least-

squares minimization method (LM).18 The method is first

tested with a simple case to investigate if the sets of space-

resolved spectra can constrain the three-dimensional spatial

structure (Sec. IV). Then, in Sec. V, real data effects were

taken into account to perform realistic synthetic data test

cases, and the method is further tested by a series of sensitiv-

ity studies to find out the method’s requirements and limita-

tions. Finally, Sec. VI summarizes our findings and their

implications.

II. ARGON DOPED ICF IMPLOSION EXPERIMENTS
AND CORE CONDITION ANALYSIS

In argon-doped ICF implosion experiments performed at

the OMEGA laser facility of the Laboratory for Laser Ener-

getics (LLE) at the University of Rochester, argon K-shell

line emission spectroscopy had been applied to diagnose

electron temperature and density of the implosion core under

various different symmetry assumptions. In those experi-

ments, 60 OMEGA laser beams (a total energy of

�18� 23 kJ) were used to irradiate the surface of spherical

plastic shell targets (R � 400 lm and DR � 20� 30 lm)

filled with 20 atm of deuterium. At maximum compression,

the implosion core electron temperature is in the range of

500–3000 eV, and the electron density in the range of

1� 1023 � 5� 1024 cm�3. Under these conditions, deute-

rium is fully ionized and emits continuum radiation that is

not very informative to infer temperature and density in the

plasma. Thus, a tracer amount of argon (0.1–0.2% atomic

concentration) is added to the target for diagnostic purposes.

The amount of argon has to be chosen carefully. It has to be

small, so that it does not significantly affect the hydrodynam-

ics of the implosion due to radiation cooling, but it also has

to be large enough to produce enough spectroscopic signa-

ture for diagnostics.19 For these temperature and density con-

ditions, argon is highly ionized, but not fully ionized. The

dominant abundances are Li-, He-, and H-like argon ions,

and their K-shell emission lines are sensitive to the plasma

environmental conditions, i.e., electron temperature and den-

sity. The density sensitivity comes from the Stark broadening

of the spectral line shapes. The temperature sensitivity

comes from the fact that the line intensity ratio of similar

line transitions in adjacent ionization stages reflects the ioni-

zation balance of the source plasma. For example, argon

Heb line is due to the transition of a bound electron from

n¼ 3 to n¼ 1 from He-like argon, while Lyb is the same

type of transition in H-like argon. In order to properly model

the line intensity spectral distribution, one also has to take

into account the contributions from nearby n¼ 4 to n¼ 1,

n¼ 5 to n¼ 1 as well as satellite transitions. Hence, the spec-

trum computed by a detailed spectral model will show

changes in line broadening and relative intensity depending

upon temperature and density. Taking advantage of this

property, one can uniquely infer the electron temperature

and density of the implosion core by fitting synthetic spectra

to the measured spectra.5–10 Another important consideration

is the effect of line radiation transport. For the tracer amount

of argon we use, the mean-free-path of Heb and Lyb photons

are larger than implosion core size (i.e., optical depths < 1),

and thus the emergent line intensity distribution have contri-

butions from regions deep inside the core.

In the past, a space-averaged temperature and density of

the core had been studied based on the analysis of space-

integrated argon K-shell line emission spectra.7–10,20,21

Recently, the analyses were extended to one- and two-

dimensions with symmetry assumptions. To this end, argon

Heb monochromatic images, which are images integrated

over the width of the line, were analyzed simultaneously with

the space-integrated spectrum. A series of multi-objective

data analyses of the line images and space-integrated spec-

trum successfully extracted electron temperature and density

spatial distributions for spherical symmetry,22–24 as well as

for the case of a collection of core slices with local axial

symmetry.25–27

The data analyzed by Golovkin et al.22 were recorded at

Osaka University Institute of Laser Engineering using two

instruments: streaked x-ray spectrometer to record the space-

integrated spectrum and x-ray monochromatic framing

camera to record line intensity images. The data analyzed by

Welser et al.25–27 and Nagayama et al.23,24,28 were recorded

at OMEGA with a single instrument called multi-

monochromatic x-ray imager (MMI). MMI is an instrument

that consists of a pinhole array, a multi-layered Bragg mirror,

and a gated x-ray framing camera detector. It records a col-

lection of implosion core images each of which is formed by

photons in a slightly different energy range. By processing

MMI data, one can extract both monochromatic line images

and space-integrated spectrum recorded along the same line

of sight.29–33

Here, we must note two challenges found in previous

spatial structure analyses. First, as long as the data are

recorded along one line of sight, the analysis has to employ

some type of symmetry assumption. Even though pinhole

image data have two-dimensional spatial resolution, the data

are still integrated along the line of sight. Hence, the more

asymmetric the implosion core becomes the less reliable

these analyses are. Second, there is a disadvantage in the use

of monochromatic line images to diagnose density distribu-

tion. Ratios of monochromatic images based on similar line

transition from adjacent ionization stages (e.g., argon Heb
and Lyb images) provide information on temperature distri-

bution.28 However, the electron density sensitivity of the

Stark-broadened line shapes is partially lost in images that

are integrated over line widths. Thus, the use of monochro-

matic images is not best suited to extract density spatial

distribution.

To overcome these challenges, there were recently

major improvements in MMI data recording and processing.

First, three identical MMI instruments were fielded along

quasi-orthogonal lines-of-sight (LOS) to observe ICF implo-

sion cores simultaneously from different views.34 Fig. 1

shows the angular coordinates ðh; /Þ of the three LOS in the

spherical coordinate system. The angles between these
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diagnostic ports are 70:5� between LOS1 and LOS3, 79:2�

between LOS1 and LOS2, and 79:2� between LOS2 and

LOS3. Second, the MMI data processing software was

improved.33 Not only the quality of the reconstructed images

and space-integrated spectrum were improved but also it

became possible to extract space-resolved spectra integrated

along chords of finite cross-section determined by spatial re-

solution and signal-to-noise ratio. These chords are illus-

trated by long rectangular volumes in Fig. 2. One advantage

of the use of space-resolved spectra over monochromatic

line images is that the spectrum carries both electron temper-

ature and density sensitivity through the line intensities and

the Stark broadening of the line shape. Thus, each space-

resolved spectrum has the information of chord-averaged

electron temperature and density.

We note that, since the data were collected along three

different LOS simultaneously, temperature and density at

each volume element (i.e., the intersection of the three long

rectangular volumes in Fig. 2) is constrained by an unique

combination of three space-resolved spectra recorded along

quasi-orthogonal LOS. Thus, all the spatial volume elements

are intertwined by their contribution to three sets of

space-resolved spectra, and it is important to analyze all

these spectra simultaneously and self-consistently to extract

the three-dimensional distribution of temperature and density

in the implosion core without making symmetry assumptions.

III. POLYCHROMATIC TOMOGRAPHY METHOD

A. Calculation of emissivity and opacity

In order to compute the space-resolved spectra, the

emissivity and opacity of the tracer element must be deter-

mined. The atomic kinetics calculations for argon ions in

ICF implosion core plasmas have been performed with the

collisional-radiative atomic kinetics model ABAKO.21,35 To

solve atomic kinetics of argon ions for this application,

ABAKO considered all ionization states from C-like argon

to the fully stripped ion and includes up to 4592 energy lev-

els, with the following maximum number of energy levels

per ion: 1 fully stripped, 100 H-like, 352 He-like, 519 Li-

like, 644 Be-like, 1299 B-like, and 1677 C-like Ar. Energy

levels and spontaneous radiative decay rates for line transi-

tions were computed using the atomic structure code FAC

(Ref. 36) including unresolved transition arrays37 and config-

uration interaction corrections. The calculations took into

account all non-autoionizing and autoionizing states charac-

terized by principal quantum numbers consistent with the

continuum lowering criterion.38 The radiation transport

effect on the atomic kinetics is approximated by the escape

factor for spherical geometry using a source radius estimated

from a mass conservation argument.39 Line shapes include

the effects of natural, Doppler, and Stark broadening. Espe-

cially, Stark broadening is very important, since it is the

main broadening mechanism and relevant for electron den-

sity diagnostics.40–43 The Stark broadening model used here

took into account the perturbation effects on line transitions

of both argon and deuterium ions and electrons. Once the

level populations have been obtained from the solution of

the non-local thermodynamic equilibrium atomic kinetics

model, the local radiative properties are computed assuming

isotropy, and the values of the emissivity and opacity are

tabulated as a function of electron temperature and density.

We note that here we work under the approximation of using

a set of pre-computed temperature-, density-, and photon-

energy-dependent emissivity and opacity tables to model the

radiative properties of the plasma source. This approxima-

tion is sufficient for the sake of demonstrating the spectro-

scopic method discussed in this paper.

B. Geometry adaptable radiation transport model

Once the radiation properties of argon are calculated,

the emergent space-resolved spectra can be computed by a

geometry adaptable RADIATOR. To compute space-

resolved spectra, RADIATOR requires the following infor-

mation: temperature and density distributions continuously

defined in an arbitrary volume, information of the line of

sight, and the spatial regions of interest (for space-resolved

spectra), which are defined within the implosion core

FIG. 1. The three lines of sight (LOS1, LOS2, and LOS3) and their coordi-

nates in the OMEGA chamber.

FIG. 2. Each space-resolved spectrum has temperature and density informa-

tion integrated along chords parallel to the LOS and perpendicular to the

image plane. Each spatial region (i.e., volume element) is located at a unique

intersection of three chords. Thus, spatial regions are constrained by their

contributions to spatially resolved spectra recorded along three LOS.
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projection on the detector plane (Fig. 3(a)). RADIATOR

employs cartesian coordinate system, and the shape of the

implosion core and the distributions of electron temperature

and density could be as flexible and detailed as the computa-

tion time permits. Figure 3(a) shows a schematic figure to

illustrate an implosion core defined in the target chamber

(i.e., global frame of reference) and an arbitrary line of sight.

Figure 3(b) shows a LOS specific local frame of reference,

which illustrates one of the spatial region of interest, ASRS,

where the subscript stands for space-resolved spectra, and

the corresponding partial volume, VSRS, which is responsible

for the emergent space-resolved spectrum assuming parallel

ray trace. In the local frame of reference, the direction of the

radiation transport is defined as local z0 axis, and the detector

plane, which is perpendicular to the z0-axis, defines the x0-
and y0-axes.

Assuming parallel rays, the emergent intensity of pho-

tons with frequency � at ðx0; y0Þ of the detector plane can be

computed by numerically integrating the radiation transport

equation

dI�ðx0; y0Þ
dz0

¼ ��ðx0; y0; z0Þ � I�ðx0; y0Þj�ðx0; y0; z0Þ; (1)

where emissivity, �� , and opacity, j� , at point ðx0; y0; z0Þ can

be retrieved from the emissivity and opacity database com-

puted by ABAKO collisional radiative model as follows:

��ðx0; y0; z0Þ ¼ �ABAKO
�

�
Teðx0; y0; z0Þ; Neðx0; y0; z0Þ

�
;

j�ðx0; y0; z0Þ ¼ jABAKO
�

�
Teðx0; y0; z0Þ; Neðx0; y0; z0Þ

�
:

The values of temperature and density at local point

ðx0; y0; z0Þ can be extracted by using the linear transformation

discussed by Nagayama et al.33 and referencing temperature

and density at the corresponding point ðx; y; zÞ in the global

frame of reference where the temperature and density distri-

butions are defined (Fig. 3(a)). The emergent space-resolved

spectrum associated with a spatial region ASRS can be com-

puted by integrating I� over the area as follows:

ISRS
� ¼

ð ð
ASRS

I�ðx0; y0Þdx0dy0; (2)

which results in the computation of radiation transport within

the rectangular volume indicated in Fig. 3(b). The resultant

spectra are further convolved with an instrumental broaden-

ing function to take into account the finite spectral resolution

of the instrument. The same procedure is repeated for each

spatial region (ASRS) defined on each detector plane (for

LOS1, LOS2, and LOS3) to compute all of the space-

resolved spectra from given temperature and density

distributions.

This model is flexible in the shape of spatial regions

(ASRS) defined on the detector planes and can compute emer-

gent space-resolved spectra even for arbitrary-shaped spatial

area. The number of extracted space-resolved spectra

depends on the discretization of the image planes. Figure 4

shows examples of discretizations on each image plane (i.e.,

LOS1, LOS2, and LOS3). The difference in the shape of the

implosion core projection boundary among LOS1, LOS2,

and LOS3 comes from the arbitrariness of the implosion

core shape. Also, these projection images can be discretized

with different discretization size DxASRS
. Different value of

DxASRS
results in different number of space-resolved spectra

extracted by the data processing and those computed by RA-

DIATOR in the analysis. As DxASRS
becomes smaller, the

number of space-resolved spectra increases and provides

more spatial information. However, in the case of real data

analysis, there are two limitations in the selection of DxASRS
.

FIG. 3. (a) A continuous temperature and density distributions in an arbi-

trary shaped implosion core are defined in a global coordinate system

ðx; y; zÞ, and an arbitrary line of sight and the detector plane determines its

local coordinate system ðx0; y0; z0Þ. Spatial regions on the image plane are

defined within the boundary of the implosion core projection on to the image

plane. (b) One spatial region on the image plane (ASRS) and the correspond-

ing partial volume VSRS responsible for its space-resolved spectrum are

illustrated in the local coordinate system ðx0; y0; z0Þ. Direction of radiation

propagation is defined as z0, and the local image plane (detector plane) of the

line of sight is defined as x0 and y0.

FIG. 4. Examples of discretization on each image plane. (a)

DxASRS
¼ 21 lm, (b) DxASRS

¼ 16 lm, and (c) DxASRS
¼ 11 lm. The total

number of space-resolve spectra are 38, 65, and 142, respectively.
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One is that, as the spatial region ASRS gets smaller, the signal

to noise ratio of the extracted space-resolved spectra

decreases, so that for a DxASRS
value smaller than a certain

threshold, the spectral information becomes unreliable. The

other limitation is the finite spatial resolution of the instru-

ment, which is about 10 lm. Thus, the discretization proce-

dure on the image plane affects the analysis results. This

point will be addressed in Sec. V A.

C. Multi-objective inversion

The calculation performed by RADIATOR is combined

with an efficient multi-objective inversion algorithm to invert

the problem and to find the three-dimensional temperature and

density distributions from given sets of space-resolved spec-

tra. To this end, an inversion algorithm, which we call

PGALM, is used. PGALM starts with a Pareto genetic algo-

rithm,16 and the set of solutions are further refined by the

Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear least-squares (LM).18

Genetic algorithm (GA) is a search and optimization algo-

rithm inspired by the natural selection of evolutionary biol-

ogy. GA efficiently finds a solution by exploring only a fraction

of the search parameter space. Also, since GA begins a search

using a set of randomly initialized parameters, there is no bias

in the search, and the uniqueness of the solution can be tested

by repeating the same search starting with a different initial

random seed. Moreover, the PGA—which has been success-

fully applied to several spectroscopic analyses—17,22–24,26–28

combines a GA with the Pareto optimization scheme for

multi-objective optimization. PGA is a fast and robust search

algorithm to find good solutions without any bias, however,

it is not an efficient technique to find fully converged solu-

tions. Thus, a set of reasonably good solutions found by

PGA are further optimized by LM minimization algorithm to

quickly achieve final convergence. The combination of PGA

and LM complement each other and results in a very effi-

cient search and optimization algorithm.23,24,28

Now, in order to solve the inversion problem, the object

space (i.e., the implosion core volume) needs to be discretized

and this is an important technical aspect to be discussed. RA-

DIATOR requires temperature and density distributions con-

tinuously defined in an arbitrarily shaped implosion core,

which is critical to minimize the possible numerical discrep-

ancies due to the linear transformation from the global frame

to a local frame for an arbitrary line of sight. However, the

number of search parameters is limited due to two factors.

First, we cannot expect PGALM to find the temperature and

density distributions with better resolution than the spatial re-

solution of the instrument. Second, the time required by

PGALM increases roughly proportional to the square of the

number of searched parameters (tanalysis / N2
param). That means

10 times better spatial resolution in the analysis result requires

103 times more parameters in the same volume, which would

take about 106 times longer. Even though PGALM is an effi-

cient inversion algorithm, a good parameterization and a good

decoding from parameters into continuous temperature and

density distributions are crucial.

For this purpose, the object space is discretized into vox-

els (i.e., finite size volume element), and a finite number of

temperatures and densities are defined at the centers of these

voxels as the search parameters. There are two discretization

parameters in order to define this discretized implosion core:

voxel size Dxvoxel and threshold fraction fth. Each voxel has a

volume of Dx3
voxel. Since the actual implosion core is defined

in a smooth and arbitrary shape, which cannot be perfectly

represented by voxels, some voxels only partially lie within

the actual implosion core volume. Thus, for a given voxel,

let denote f as the fraction of its volume inside the implosion

core volume. All those voxels with f > fth, being fth the so-

called threshold fraction, will be included as part of the dis-

cretized implosion core, and, therefore, their corresponding

temperature and density values will be searched. Figure 5

shows how implosion core is discretized depending on dif-

ferent values of Dxvoxel and fth. As Dxvoxel becomes smaller,

the number of voxels increases. As a result, the spatial struc-

ture can be more flexible, but at the same time, it is harder

for the model to constrain the number of temperatures and

densities based on the given sets of space-resolved spectra.

Also, as the threshold fraction fth decreases, the spatial struc-

ture becomes more flexible at the edge of the core volume.

However, voxels with too small fraction should not be

included for parameter search, since the space-resolved spec-

tra are not very sensitive to the temperature and density val-

ues in such small fraction of the volume. The local

conditions in these small volumes can be estimated by

extrapolation from its neighbors. The analysis sensitivity to

this object space discretization is studied in Sec. V A.

The number of search parameters is the number of the

voxels, i.e., Nvoxel, multiplied by two (electron temperature

and density). The PGALM searches for this reduced number

of electron temperatures and densities. Then, the continuous

temperature and density distributions are computed based on

these temperatures and densities at the center of voxels with

tri-linear interpolation.

IV. PROOF-OF-PRINCIPLE CASE

This section presents a proof-of-principle test case of

polychromatic tomography based on synthetic data analysis.

FIG. 5. Discretization of the object space with Dxvoxel ¼ 11, 16, and 21 lm

and fth ¼ 0:5 and 0.8. The number in the parentheses indicates the number

of voxels for each combination of discretization parameters.
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To this end, details associated with the experimental set up

and measurements such as quasi-orthogonality in the actual

lines of sight, noise in the data, and approximations in the

object space discretization and decoding scheme are not

taken into account.

The synthetic data are based on a random distribution of

temperature and density, which are defined in a 3� 3� 3

cube (Fig. 6). The voxel size length is L ¼ 25 lm, thus the

plasma size is 75 lm, which is comparable to implosion core

sizes in OMEGA experiments. The three LOS are taken to

be orthogonal (i.e., x-, y-, and z- axes) parallel to the sides of

the cube, and the three sets of space-resolved spectra are

computed along these LOS. Figure 6(a) shows a schematic

illustration of the target plasma, the LOS, and the sets of

space-resolved spectra. The computed argon spectral range

is 3500–4100 eV, which covers argon Heb; Hec, and Lyb
lines. These lines have optical depth less than 1 for the size,

temperature, and density ranges of this example. Thus, the

emergent line intensity distributions carry information from

all depths in the plasma.

Since each line of sight has 3� 3 ¼ 9 spatial regions of

area ASRS, a total of 27 space-resolved spectra are computed.

At this point, a separate analysis of each spectrum would

yield effective or chord-averaged electron temperature and

density of the corresponding sub-volume of the plasma,

which is defined by the chord or the line of integration with

the associated cross-sectional area ASRS. Thus, by analyzing

27 space-resolved spectra on a separate basis, one could

extract 9 effective (or chord-averaged) temperatures and

densities along 9 parallel chords on each line of sight. How-

ever, this procedure cannot be used to unfold the line integra-

tion to determine local temperatures and densities in the

voxels.

Using the same data, the test case described in this sec-

tion shows a novel idea to unfold the line integration and

extract local conditions by analyzing 27 space-resolved spec-

tra simultaneously and self-consistently. The PGALM

searched for the optimal 27 local temperatures and densities

in the voxels such that RADIATOR simultaneously produces

the best fits to all of the given space-resolved spectra. Fig. 7

shows the target electron temperature and density distribu-

tions, and the analysis result obtained by PGALM. The solu-

tion found by PGALM is identical to the target distribution.

Furthermore, in order to check the uniqueness of the solu-

tion, the analysis of the same synthetic data was repeated

several times, each time initializing PGALM with a different

random seed. In all cases, PGALM found the same solution.

There are two reasons why this method is able to extract

three dimensional temperature and density distributions with

the synthetic data associated only with three lines of sight.

First, we have multiple parallel chords along each line of

sight; for the example shown, we have 9 for each. Second,

each chord has information associated with multiple wave-

lengths, since the data is spectrally resolved. This additional

information is important because, even though the informa-

tion is line integrated, every point along the chord has differ-

ent emissivity and opacity for different wavelengths. This

proof-of-principle case shows that the limited number of

lines of sight in this method is compensated by multiple

wavelengths. We call this spectroscopic method polychro-

matic tomography because it takes into account the informa-

tion encoded in photon frequency (i.e., wavelength or

“color”) along multiple LOS.

V. MODEL SENSITIVITY TESTS

In this section, we will refine the synthetic data test

cases and include additional concerns and technical com-

plexities that have to be taken into account for real data anal-

ysis. First, in actual experiments, it is often difficult to record

the data along perfectly orthogonal lines of sight. Second,

temperatures and densities are not defined in the discrete 3�
3� 3 voxels, but they are continuously changing within an

arbitrary shape. This point is challenging because the spatial

structure has to be characterized by a finite number of pa-

rameters due to the limitations in the spatial resolution of the

instruments and the computational time. Third, the actual

data have noise, and its potential impact on the method

results must be investigated.

In order to address these considerations, the target tem-

perature and density were redefined in more realistic way.

The implosion core volume used for these test cases is shown

in Fig. 1. Within this volume, continuous target electron tem-

perature and density distributions are defined using skewed

three dimensional Gaussian functions as follows:

Te½eV� ¼ 1900� exp � 1

402
x2 þ ðyþ 5Þ2

0:82
þ ðzþ 10Þ2

1:22

 !( )

þ 500; ð3Þ

FIG. 6. (a) 3� 3� 3 cubic target and the

sets of space-resolved spectra, (b) definition

of each spatial region on the image plane

(ASRS) perpendicular to the z-axis and view

of the implosion core along the line of sight

defined in (a).
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Ne½cm�3� ¼ �3:0� 1024

� exp � 1

402
x2 þ ðy� 10Þ2

1:22
þ ðz� 5Þ2

0:82

 !( )

þ 4:0� 1024; ð4Þ

where x, y, and z are the global coordinates (in lm) defined

in the target chamber. In an effort to be general, the tempera-

ture and densitiy are skewed in different directions and have

slightly different centers. The temperature is defined to range

between 500 and 2400 eV with its maximum at ð0;�5;�10Þ
microns, and the distribution is elongated along the z-axis.

The density is defined to range between 1:0� 1024 and

3:0� 1024 cm�3 with its minimum at ð0; 10; 5Þ microns, and

the distribution is elongated along the y-axis. Figure 8 shows

a tomographic picture of the target electron temperature and

density distributions. These asymmetries are created on pur-

pose to check if the PGALM can find these arbitrary

FIG. 7. (a) Electron temperature and (b)

density results for the proof-of-principle

test case. Both, target distributions as

well as those found by PGALM are

shown.
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distributions. Also, these analytic functions allow the target

distributions to have smooth curvature, which cannot be per-

fectly reproduced by decoding the limited number of param-

eters using the tri-linear interpolation discussed in Sec. III C.

Thus, these target temperature and density distributions pro-

vide a good example to check the robustness and limitations

of the parametrization and decoding techniques. RADIA-

TOR employs the actual three lines of sight defined in Fig. 1

to compute the three sets of space-resolved spectra for the

given temperature and density distributions (Eqs. (3) and

(4)). To be realistic, these target spectra are convolved with

the instrumental broadening function to take into account the

finite spectral resolution of the MMI instruments.

There are two more factors that could affect these

refined synthetic test cases. One is the choice of discretiza-

tions: on image plane (Fig. 4) and in object space (Fig. 5).

The other is the noise level on the data. Thus, in this section,

the method’s sensitivity to these two factors is further inves-

tigated. These studies are critical to understand the limita-

tions and requirements of the method and to interpret the

analysis results properly.

A. Sensitivity to discretizations

The discretization on the image planes discussed in Sec.

III B depends on minimum areal size DxASRS
, which deter-

mines the size, shape, and locations of all the spatial regions

as well as the number of space-resolved spectra. The discre-

tization in the object space (the implosion core) discussed in

Sec. III C depends on voxel size Dxvoxel (or Dxvxl) and

threshold fraction fth. The combination of these parameters

defines the number of voxels and how many temperatures

and densities are searched for. The success of the analysis

depends on the choice of these discretizations. The spatial

structure of the target implosion core is studied with different

combinations of discretizations to find out the best discreti-

zations on the image plane and in the object space. For each

discretization case, all the space-resolved spectra are com-

puted based on the target temperature and density distribu-

tions using RADIATOR. Also, a minimum of 5% Poisson

noise was added.

For the image plane discretization, we tested

DxASRS
¼ 11; 16, and 21 lm, which yield a total number of

space-resolved spectra of 142, 65, and 38, respectively, as

shown in Fig. 4. For each discretization, RADIATOR takes

into account the actual lines of sight (LOS1, LOS2, and

LOS3), computes all of the space-resolved spectra based on

the target temperature and density distributions given by

Eqs. (3) and (4).

For the object space (or implosion cores) discretization,

we also tested three different values of the voxel size

Dxvoxel ¼ 11; 16, and 21 lm, and two values of threshold

fraction fth¼ 0.5 and 0.8. Each combination of Dxvoxel and fth
provides a different number of voxels as shown in Fig. 5. As

the values of Dxvoxel and fth become smaller, the spatial

structure can be more flexible, but at the same time, the

parameter search itself becomes more challenging due to

the increase in the number of parameters and also due to the

decrease in the contribution to the emergent spectra. As the

threshold fraction increases, RADIATOR has to rely more

on extrapolation on the edge of the implosion core. As the

threshold fraction decreases, the model relies less on extrap-

olation, but at the same time, such a small fraction of volume

on the edge may not be constrained enough by the set of

space-resolved spectra.

The spatial structure of the implosion core is analyzed

for each combination of discretizations on the image plane

(Fig. 4) and in the object space (Fig. 5). To save computa-

tional time, we did not use the complete PGALM, but we

used only the LM minimization method. For each case, three

FIG. 8. Cross-sections of synthetic electron temperature and density distributions.
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different uniform conditions are, respectively, refined by the

LM method to check uniqueness. The complete search start-

ing from PGA is not necessary because the solution is

known. The purpose of these runs is to find the best combi-

nation of discretizations. With a better combination of dis-

cretizations, the problem should be better constrained, and a

small number of iterations of LM starting from three differ-

ent uniform conditions should show good convergence and

find closer spatial structure to the target.

To investigate limitations and requirements of the

method, all the results have to be evaluated and compared

somehow. It is useful to define a “constraint parameter”

Pconst, which is defined as follows:

Pconst �
NSRS

Nvoxel

; (5)

where NSRS is the number of space-resolved spectra and

Nvoxel is the number of voxels. Since spatial information is

provided by space-resolved spectra, the more space-resolved

spectra are simultaneously and self-consistently analyzed,

the more spatial information can be extracted. The decoded

implosion core becomes more flexible as the number of vox-

els increases; but at the same time, the analysis becomes

more demanding and requires more spatial information.

Thus, the analysis robustness can be related to Pconst. We

evaluated the quality of the analysis following two different

criteria: the solution uniqueness and correctness. The results

are summarized as a function of Pconst.

Starting from three different uniform initial conditions,

the LM minimization found three electron temperature and

density distributions. The uniqueness is quantitatively

defined as

�UX¼
1

Nvoxel

XNvoxel

i¼1

rX;i

lX;i

 !
� 100%; (6)

where rX;i and lX;i are the sample standard deviation and

mean of the resultant variable X, which is either Te or Ne, at

voxel i over the three results. A better combination of discre-

tizations would constrain the problem more, which should

yield smaller uniqueness parameter �UTe and �UNe. The com-

parisons of the solution uniqueness are summarized in Table

I, and plotted as a function of the constraint parameter Pconst

in Fig. 9. This figure shows an inverse relationship between

the uniqueness parameter and the constraint parameter Pconst

(Fig. 9). The analysis results show very good solution

uniqueness when Pconst > 1, which means NSRS > Nvoxel.

The solution uniqueness is a necessary condition but not

sufficient to conclude that the search is successful. The

search will be successful when the found unique distribution

is the correct one, which is the target distributions. Even

though the parameters found by each analysis can be

decoded into continuous temperature and density distribu-

tions, it is not appropriate to compare these continuous tem-

perature and density to the target. This is because the

decoded distributions contain some sharp structures created

by linear interpolations, which are artificial and should not

be trusted. It is more appropriate to compare Nvoxel tempera-

tures and Nvoxel densities to the corresponding values of

target distributions. Thus, the second criterion is the compar-

ison of the voxel-averaged distributions between the analyses

results and the target distributions. The voxel-averaged

TABLE I. Uniqueness sensitivity to the discretizations.

Image plane

DxASRS
ðNSRSÞ

Object space 11 lm ð142Þ 16 lm ð65Þ 21 lm ð38Þ

Dxvxl fth ðNvxlÞ UTe UNe UTe UNe UTe UNe

21 lm 0.8 (34) 0.74 2.9 1.5 3.2 6.2 8.9

0.5 (49) 0.89 2.3 1.6 5.0 4.5 9.5

16 lm 0.8 (81) 3.3 4.9 3.7 6.1 5.6 10.

0.5 (108) 1.6 2.6 3.5 5.2 6.3 11.

11 lm 0.8 (243) 3.5 5.8 5.5 9.0 6.2 11.

0.5 (304) 4.9 7.6 4.7 7.6 6.4 10.

FIG. 9. Uniqueness parameter (a) UTe and (b) UNe difference as a function of the constraint parameter Pconst.
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distributions are created by computing the averages of con-

tinuous temperature and density within each voxel, which

can be done for both target distributions and the continuous

distributions decoded from the analysis results. Since each

analysis has three solutions starting from different initial

conditions, we take the average over the three solutions to

come up with single voxel-averaged distribution of the anal-

ysis. To quantify the goodness of this comparison, the cor-

rectness parameter is defined as follows:

CX ¼
1

Nvoxel

XNvoxel

i¼1

CX;i; (7)

CX;i ¼
jXtarget

i � �X
f ound
i j

X
target
i

� 100; (8)

where X
target
i is the voxel-averaged value of Te or Ne for

voxel i from the target distribution, and �X
found
i is that from an

analysis result. The comparisons of these correctness param-

eter for different combinations of discretizations are sum-

marized in Table II. We must note that our analysis method

does not guarantee that these two voxel-averaged distribu-

tions be exactly matched, because the target continuous

distribution has curvature that cannot be accurately repro-

duced by the limited number of parameters with tri-linear

interpolation. Still, this criterion is useful to study the robust-

ness and limitations of the analysis method as well as the so-

lution quality dependence on the discretization. For each

combination of discretizations, the correctness parameters

are computed and plotted as a function of the constraint pa-

rameter, Pconst, as shown in Fig. 10, which shows an inverse

relationship. Furthermore, the analyses with a threshold frac-

tion of 0.5 (blue) are more accurate than those with 0.8 (red).

Thus, the analysis works better with a combination of discre-

tizations of larger Pconst with threshold fraction of 0.5.

Based on these criteria discussed above, the best combi-

nation of discretizations (on the image plane and in the

object space) were investigated. All the criteria favor large

Pconst and the smaller threshold fractions. The analysis results

are very good when Pconst is greater than one, which means

NSRS > Nvoxel. Thus, a large number of space-resolved spec-

tra imply that more spatial information is available for the

method to constrain more detailed spatial structure. A

smaller value of threshold fraction means the method relies

less on extrapolation and has more flexibility to accommo-

date the target spatial structure. There is a possibility that the

analyses with the threshold fraction smaller than 0.5 pro-

duces even better results than those with fth ¼ 0:5. However,

in terms of spectral formation, the contribution from voxels

with such small fractions is not as large as the voxels that are

fully inside the core boundary. Therefore, the local condi-

tions of these small regions are not relevant, and the corre-

sponding voxels are not included in the analysis.

One of the best cases (DxASRS
¼ 11 lm, Dxvoxel ¼ 21 lm,

and fth ¼ 0:5) was re-analyzed with the complete PGALM.

The total number of space-resolved spectra used for the anal-

ysis is 142 and the number of voxels used in the search is 49,

which result in Pconst � 2:9. The complete PGALM

improved the correctness parameter from 6.6% to 6.4% for

the electron temperature and from 7.6% to 6.5% for the elec-

tron density. Figure 11 shows comparisons of the voxel-

averaged temperature and density distributions between the

TABLE II. Analysis correctness sensitivity to the discretizations.

Image plane

DxASRS
ðNSRSÞ

Object space 11 lm ð142Þ 16 lm ð65Þ 21 lm ð38Þ

Dxvxl fth ðNvxlÞ CTe CNe CTe CNe CTe CNe

21 lm 0.8 (34) 9.6 18. 9.1 21. 11. 16.

0.5 (49) 6.6 7.6 6.5 10. 8.3 14.

16 lm 0.8 (81) 10. 13. 9.8 14. 13. 17.

0.5 (108) 5.6 9.5 9.0 15. 12. 16.

11lm 0.8 (243) 9.5 13. 14. 20. 15. 19.

0.5 (304) 8.8 13. 14. 18. 15. 20.

FIG. 10. Correctness parameter (a) CTe and (b) CNe as a function of the constraint parameter Pconst.
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target and the analysis result to visually confirm how well

the method works. The PGALM successfully reconstructed

the spatial structure of the target implosion core including

the location of the centers and the 3D features of the distribu-

tions. The largest discrepancy is found at the center of each

distribution. The cause of these discrepancies could be due

to either noise or discretization, or both. On one hand, as the

noise on the data gets larger, the analysis results start to devi-

ate from the true solution. On the other hand, since the

decoding scheme employs tri-linear interpolation, the result-

ant distributions will never have the same curvature that the

true distribution has. Section V B will investigate if these

discrepancies are created due to the noise on the data.

B. Sensitivity to the noise level

One of the critical issues in data analysis is the robust-

ness of the method against the noise in the data. To under-

stand how the analysis results deviate from the true solution

as a function of the noise level, the two synthetic data test

FIG. 11. Comparison of the voxel-

averaged distributions of (a) electron

temperature and (b) density between the

target and the analysis result.
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cases (proof-of-principle case discussed in Sec. IV and the

refined test case discussed in Sec. V A) were reanalyzed

using the synthetic space-resolved spectra after adding dif-

ferent levels of noise. The discretization parameters used for

the refined test case is Dxvoxel ¼ 21 lm, fth ¼ 0:5, and

DxASRS
¼11 lm. An example of how a space-resolved spec-

trum changes as the Poisson noise level increases is illus-

trated in Fig. 12(a) for proof-of-principle case, and Fig.

12(b) for the refined test case. Sets of space resolved spectra

with different levels of noise are analyzed one by one (both

for the proof-of-principle case and for the refined case), and

the quality of each analysis is quantified by the correctness

parameter defined in Eqs. (7) and (8). Then, these correctness

parameters are plotted as a function of the noise level for

both test cases to illustrate how analysis results deviate away

from the true solution as noise level increases (Fig. 13).

There are two important points in Fig. 13. First, when

there is no noise in the target spectra, the unique solution

from the proof-of-principle case is identical to the target dis-

tributions, while the unique solution from the refined test

case already shows small discrepancy. This implies that the

discrepancy comes from the object discretization. There is

no discretization problem in the proof-of-principle test case.

The target temperature and densities are defined in 3� 3� 3

voxels, and the PGALM tries to find 27 temperatures and

densities in the same discretization. However, in the case of

the refined test case, the target temperature and densities are

continuously changing with curvature within the arbitrary

volume, and the PGALM searches for a small number of

temperatures and densities at centers of the voxels, so that

their interpolated temperature and density distributions can

best reproduce all the space-resolved spectra simultaneously.

Thus, the precise curvature in the original target distribution

is lost. This is why, even without any noise on the target

spectra, the unique solution from the analysis yields non-

zero correctness parameter.

The second important point is that, as soon as the noise

level increases, the correctness parameter dramatically dete-

riorates for the proof-of-principle case, while it slowly dete-

riorates for the refined test case. This did not make sense in

the fact that the proof-of-principle case is simpler in every

aspect than the refined test case. However, by taking into

FIG. 12. Different noise levels on one of the target spectra (a) basic test case: along x-axis at (2, 2). The noise levels are 0%, 5%, 10%, and 20% (b) realistic

test case: along TIM4 at 26th spatial region. The noise levels are 0%, 5%, 10%, 20%, and 30%.

FIG. 13. Percent error as a function of noise level for basic test case (blue) and realistic test case (red) (a) electron temperature Te and (b) electron density Ne.
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account search requirement discussed in Sec. V A

(Pconst¼NSRS=Nvoxel � 1), the refined test case (Pconst

¼ 142=49 ¼ 2:9) is better constrained than the proof-of-prin-

ciple case (Pconst ¼ 27=27 ¼ 1). The proof-of-principle case

barely satisfies the minimum constraint requirement. The

given information (27 space-resolved spectra) are just

enough to constrain the spatial structure (27 spatial points),

and thus any noise in the target spectra would result in devia-

tion from the true solution. The refined test case, however,

has more constraints to be fit. Even if there is some noise,

one spatial point contributes to many more space-resolved

spectra, and to fit all of them simultaneously, the model fil-

ters some of the noise in the data, which has the same effect

as smoothing or averaging. Thus, even though it does not

apply any smoothing to the given spectra, the method has a

sort of “self-smoothing effect” and is robust against noise

when Pconst > 1. As the constraint parameter Pconst increases,

the spatial structure is more constrained due to higher “self-

smoothing effect.”

Figures 14 and 15 show the result of refined test case to

visually confirm these points. The largest discrepancies at

the centers discussed in Sec. V A are already shown in the

case of no noise in the target spectra. Therefore, the discrep-

ancies are due to the discretization and tri-linear interpola-

tion. As the noise increases, the results for the higher noise

levels are slowly deteriorating compared to those for no

noise, but it still recovers the basic temperature and density

distributions even with 30% Poisson noise level.

VI. SUMMARY

We have developed a spectroscopic tool to diagnose the

three-dimensional spatial structure of ICF implosion cores

and investigated its limitations and requirements as well as

the reliability of the results through a series of synthetic data

test cases. First, geometry flexible radiation transport (RADI-

ATOR) model was developed. RADIATOR reads in the

emissivity and opacity database of the argon tracer in the im-

plosion core, which is computed by the detailed collisional

radiative model ABAKO, and computes sets of space-

resolved spectra based on given temperature and density

three-dimensional distributions defined in an arbitrary vol-

ume shape. RADIATOR is combined with a search and opti-

mization algorithm called PGALM in order to perform the

inversion, and find temperature and density distributions

based on sets of space-resolved spectra extracted along lines

of sight. PGALM (combined with RADIATOR) was investi-

gated by a series of synthetic data test cases to check if it

successfully extracts spatial structures and to find out its

requirements and limitations.

In the proof-of-principle test case, PGALM perfectly

reproduced the discrete target spatial structures (27 tempera-

tures and densities) based on 27 space-resolved spectra com-

puted along three orthogonal lines of sight. This test case

successfully supports the idea that three-dimensional spatial

structure can be constrained by sets of space-resolved spectra

of along three lines of sight. Then, the method was further

investigated with more realistic target spatial structure and

the corresponding space-resolved spectra, which take into

account additional effects such as non-orthogonality in the

lines of sight, continuity in the target spatial structure, noise

on the spectra, and the effect of the discretizations of the im-

plosion core and the detector planes that have to be

employed for general cases. The target is defined in the

actual implosion core volume extracted from an ICF experi-

ment,33 and temperature and density was continuously

defined in the volume. The synthetic space-resolved spectra

were computed along the actual three diagnostic ports in

OMEGA, which are slightly off-orthogonal. Then, the

method was tested under different combinations of discreti-

zations in object space (i.e., the target implosion core) and

on the image planes. The analysis results were evaluated in

solution uniqueness and in solution accuracy as a function of

FIG. 14. Comparisons of the resultant voxel-averaged distributions of the

electron temperature, based on the analysis of space-resolved spectra with

different levels of noise. The results proved that the method with the analysis

options employed is robust under Poisson noise.
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constraint parameter Pconst¼NSRS=Nvoxel. Both the unique-

ness and solution accuracy favored higher Pconst. When Pconst

is greater than 1, the search becomes robust and the analysis

results shows a few percent accuracy (6.4% for Te and 6.5%

for Ne) to the target spatial structures. The noise sensitivity

study indicated two interesting points of the method. One is

that the analysis result shows small discrepancies even when

the analyzed spectra do not contain any noise, and these dis-

crepancies are produced by the discretization scheme and

decoding scheme employed in the analysis. While the target

volume has continuous distributions with arbitrary curvature,

the analysis result is based on sampling points obtained with

trilinear interpolation, thus the target curvature cannot be

exactly reproduced, which results in discrepancies. This is a

limitation of the trilinear interpolation that could be

improved by using a higher-order interpolation algorithm.

On the other hand, the analysis with large Pconst is robust

against noise in the data, and successfully recovered temper-

ature and density spatial structures even with significant lev-

els of noise in the data.

This work also illustrates two other points that have

broader implications. First, it clearly shows the advantages

of the multi-objective data analysis. In general, multi-

objective data analysis extracts more information by analyz-

ing all available data simultaneously and self-consistently. If

each space-resolved spectrum were analyzed on a single and

individual basis, we would extract a collection of chord-

averaged temperature and density values on the image plane

but not the spatial structure inside the plasma source (i.e.,

object space). By analyzing all the sets of space-resolved

spectra simultaneously and self-consistently, PGALM suc-

cessfully extracted the spatial structure of the plasma, i.e.,

the distribution of local values. The other advantage is its

robustness against noise when the amount of data is suffi-

cient to constrain the problem. The required Pconst would

probably vary depending on physical circumstances such as

the optical depth of the characteristic lines, the location and

the number of lines of sight used in the analysis, and so on.

However, these synthetic test cases clearly illustrate that, in

spite of the complexities in the search and the model, the

analysis result is not very sensitive to the noise level on the

data. The more pieces of data PGALM analyze simultane-

ously and self-consistently, the less sensitive the analysis

becomes to the noise. Some information not being extracted

from a piece of data due to the noise can be recovered by in-

formation given by another piece of data. Second and more

importantly, this work demonstrates the feasibility of a new

type of tomography, i.e., spectral or polychromatic tomogra-

phy, which relies on limited LOS observations but uses infor-

mation encoded in the wavelength dependence of the data.
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